RULES AND REGULATIONS OF TOURNAMENT

1. NAME OF TOURNAMENT
   PETANQUE DOUBLE OPEN CHAMPIONSHIPS SPORTS CARNIVAL UPM 2019
   VENUE: PETANQUE COURT UNIVERSITI PUTRA MALAYSIA
   TIME: 8.30AM TO END OF EVENT
   DATE: 23 TO 24 MARCH 2019

2. GENERAL RULES OF TOURNAMENT
   2.1 This tournament is subjected to the Official Rules of the Games of Petanque set by Federation International de Petanque Et Jeu Provincial (FIPJP) and in reference to the rules of Persekutuan Petanque Malaysia (PPM) and the rules of the organizing committee. The rules stated in English will be referred to if there is a conflict in explanation of the rules in Bahasa Malaysia.
   2.2 All objections related to technical issues will be determined by the Technical Committee of the tournament.
   2.3 All decisions made by the President of tournament or the President of Technical Committee is final.

3. CATEGORIES OF TOURNAMENT
   3.1 Categories of the tournament are as follows:
      3.1.1 Men Doubles (MD)
      3.1.2 Women Doubles (WD)
      3.1.3 Mixed Doubles (MXD)

4. REQUIREMENTS OF PARTICIPATION
   4.1 Participation is open for everyone and is only for the first 32 pairs.
   4.2 Each pair is only allowed to have one national player (2010-2018).
   4.3 Nevertheless, decisions regarding the requirements of participation is the right of organizer. The organizer reserves the right to make changes to the requirements of participation without prior notice.
   4.4 Each participation is required to register through notifying (phone call / Whatsapp / email participation form) to the organizer.

5. PARTICIPATION FEES AND REWARDS
   5.1 Participation fees for each team is RM30.
   5.2 Rewards
      5.2.1 Champion: Cash RM 300 + Medal
      5.2.2 First Runner-Up: Cash RM 200 + Medal
      5.2.3 Second Runner-Up: Cash RM 100 + Medal
      5.2.4 Third Runner-Up: Cash RM 50 + Medal
      5.2.5 Fifth – Eighth Place: Cash RM 30
6. GAME EQUIPMENT

6.1 Each players will use their games equipment respectively such as boules, measuring tape and others.

6.2 Boules must fulfill the requirements set by FIPJP or Persekutuan Petanque Malaysia.

6.3 Jack will be prepared by the organizer and must be returned after the competition.

6.4 Measuring tape which is used to measure distance or determination of points have to be prepared by every player or team.

7. CLOTHING

7.1 Players are required to sport attire of their respective teams.

7.2 The organizer reserves the right to ban players from participating in the competition if the rule is not abided.

7.3 Attire sporting the names of respective teams are welcomed.

8. SYSTEM AND FORMAT OF TOURNAMENT

8.1 The first round and second round of the competition will be carried out in the format of double knockout or in groupings. The ballot process to determine the groups’ places will be carried out no later than one day before the tournament or earlier by the organizer.

8.2 The rest of the rounds of the tournament will be carried out in elimination mode.

9. UMPIRING (ARBITRATOR)

9.1 The organizer together with the technical committee will pick the arbitrator, and accredited technical officials to run the competitions.

9.2 The organizer and technical committee reserves the right to add and make changes immediately if needed in unavoidable situations.

9.3 The decision of the organizer / arbitrator / technical officials is final.

10. WALK-OVER

10.1 Teams or players who refuse to compete on the time slots scheduled will be considered as walk-over.

10.2 Teams or players who forfeit or walk-over in a competition will be treated as walk-over for the rest of the competitions. Previous results will be cancelled automatically.

10.3 Teams or players are allowed to walk-over or cancel their participation if there is an occurrence of injuries or legitimate health problems.

10.4 Teams or players who committed walk-over loses the right to receive rewards.

10.5 Teams or players who committed walk-over in an event without reasonable reasons will be referred to the judges for disciplin action.

11. VALIDATION OF RESULTS

11.1 It is the responsibility of players to check and confirm the results on the results forms for each competition.
11.2 Results which has been confirmed can only be changed with permission from the technical committee of the tournament.

12. APPEAL

12.1 Any appeal must be raised immediately (judgement call) by the players while competing. Players can refer to the arbiter or technical officials.

13. JUDGEMENT OF OBJECTIONS

13.1 Every objection must be done by the head of contingent / manager of team in written form to the organizer in the time frame of 15 minutes after the competition with a deposit of RM300.00.

13.2 If the result of the objection is favorable to the side who has raised the objection, the deposit will be returned fully. Otherwise, the deposit will be in the possession of the tournament committee.

13.3 Panel of judges:
   13.3.1 President of tournament
   13.3.2 Head of technical committee
   13.3.3 Head of arbiter
   13.3.4 2 neutral manager representatives
   13.3.5 Recorder (no voting power)

13.4 The panel of judges reserves the right to cancel the results of a competition or make other decisions. The decision is final.

14. BALLOT

14.1 Meeting of team managers will be held on 20th March 2019 3.00pm (subjected to changes) at Sports Centre, UPM.

15. Return the completed form to the tournament committee or by email:

   COMMITTEE OF SPORTS CARNIVAL UPM
   Sports Centre
   Universiti Putra Malaysia
   43400 UPM Serdang
   Selangor D.E
   Tel. No : 0389471277
   Fax No : 0389464280

   For registration and inquiries please contact:

   EN. AMSYAR (017-2768958) (amsyarazwarrudin@gmail.com)
   EN. AZLAN (013-3529709) (lanzz12@yahoo.com)
   EN. RAZIF (013-3037426) (razifazli30@gmail.com)